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A new Banksy piece near the Oval bridge in Camden, north London.

It may be scant compensation to disgruntled climate change activists, but  the failure to agree a

legally binding treaty in Copenhagen  has apparently provided inspiration for the latest work by

Banksy.                                                                                                       Banky was inspired from...

The street artist, whose works have sold for hundreds of thousands of pounds, has added his voice

to the condemnation of the summit with one of his most rudimentary works yet. He spray-painted

the words "I DON'T BELIEVE IN GLOBAL WARMING" in red capitals on a wall beside Regent's canal

in Camden, north London, with the words disappearing below the water. 

                                                                                                               Why the water is disappearing? ...

The new work appears  to be one of  four  by  Banksy  beside the canal.  The others  bear more

obvious resemblance to past murals by the artist, employing the stencils that are his usual modus

operandi.  What is a stencil? ...

In one, he pictures a workman seeming to cover an expanse of grey with wallpaper depicting

colourful graffiti. Another work features one of his signature rats, portrayed in a top hat and tails,

while the fourth depicts a child apparently fishing out a graffiti "tag" from the canal.  

Find these three pictures surfing on the Internet.

Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt are among the stars who have bought works by Banksy,  who fiercely

protects his anonymity  but was supposedly outed by the Daily Mail last year.  An exhibition of his

work in his home city, Bristol, attracted more than 300,000 visitors this year. But a number of local

authorities have removed his murals, and many critics have questioned their artistic value.  Want

Banksy to be recognised?…
Authentical Material: Banksy sees red over climate change

What might this picture
represent?

  TEACHER MADE LINK

https://app.teachermade.com/s/fYH90D5uQc-aeVwSxFxa7g/


The stencilled street art appeared at Marble Arch where climate activists had been based

Speculation is mounting that Banksy was at Extinction Rebellion's London protests after the 
appearance of a mural at the group's Marble Arch base.

The stencilled street art of a                           along with the words
"                                                                      " was found on a wall overnight.
It shows a                   clutching a sign of the  Extinction Rebellion  emblem  while  kneeling near  a
shoot  sprouting up from the                     .  The artwork gained traction from members of the public
early on Friday, with many passers by taking photographs and gathering around it.

What does the extinction rebellion logo mean?
The end of the Earth, the circle represents the                 
and a stylised                             is a warning that time is running out for many                          .

Steve  Jones,  53,  added  that  the  artwork  "just  appeared"."I
returned from an Extinction Rebellion meeting and it was there",
he said.

The artwork was made after:

A climate change protest 

An exibition

The construction of a new shopping center

What was the purpose of this artwork? What does it represents? 

It represents the will to promote organic products

It represents the will of the people that were here and the people 

of the nation

It is just made to decorate a piece of wall

Authentical Material:
Extinction Rebellion: Did Banksy join climate activists?



                

Banksy continues his environmental theme in Graffiti



Banksy Street Art Avenue







ANSWEARS: Want Banksy to be recognised? NO

FILL THE GAP: 
 child - girl - little girl
 “From this moment, despair ends and tactics begin”
 child - girl - little girl
 plant – flower – vegetable – lief
 ground – soil – earth

                MULTIPLE CHOICE
 a climate change protest
 it represents the will off the people…

                 FILL THE GAP: 
 Earth – globo – planet
 hourglass
 people


